


Leather accessories

What you need for this project:
1.tools - utility knife, edge beveler, hole puncher 2.5mm - 3mm,
Stitch line hole puncher, ruler, tool to set rivets and snap rivet

and edge slicker
2.Materials- leather 1.5mm - 2mmveg tan leather, 2 rivets,

1 snap rivet,Waxed thread, Fine sandpaper, dye, leather finish,
neatsfoot oil, masking tape, cotton cloth and cotton pads.

Sunglasses Case
Its relatively simple project, the tricky bit Is to cut out shapewithout using ruler,
you should use firm leather (preferably veg tan) around 1.5mm-2mm to provide

glasses right protection and stiffness of a case.

1 printout page 5 of this document, important is to
print in 100% scale, or use option “actual size”. Cut the
pattern out, you don’t need to be precise at this point.
Secure it with masking tape to a piece of leather you
want to use, be aware is better to work with smaller
piece of leather than with whole hide.

2 Punch all holes for nose bit fitment . Then cut out
pattern using utility knife or scalpel, I always sharpen
my knife before making any cuts even if you fit brand
new blade.

3 at this point is good to bevel the edges, sometimes I
do that as well after stitching the leather when you
correct the edges.
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4 it’s time to dye our leather, I use cosmetic cotton
pads. You can use hair dryer to speed up drying
process. When leather is dry apply leather finish

5 punch out stitching holes, I always use compass to
mark stitching line. Set it on 2mm and run it along the
edge on front and the back. Make sure you make same
amount of holes for front and back.

6 now we can fit the snap closure and the rivets for
nose bid inside Case. First fit the snap fastener flip nose
bit and secure with two rivets, it stiffens the glasses
case and make it easier to close,

7 if you got your nose bit fitted as on this picture you
are ready for stitching
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Warning : We don't take any
responsibility for injuries caused
while crafting good from this
pattern.

8 use wax tread and blunt needless to saddle stitch the
sides of a glasses case

9 lightly sand the stitched edges and apply tokonole to
smooth the edges, then wipe it with cotton cloth and
use wooden slicker for gloss finish.

10 form desired shape with wooden slicker, and stretch
leather with your finger, then apply leather feed on the
outside using cotton cloth, we recommend to use nets
foot oil. Leave it to dry. And Your done
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